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NEW QUESTION: 1
Consider the following example document:
{
"_id": Objectld("5360c0a0a655a60674680bbe"),
"user"
"login": "irOn"
"description": "Made of steel"
"date": ISODate("2014-04-30T09:16:45.836Z"),
}
>
and index creation command:
db.users.createlndex( { "user.login": 1, "user.date": -1 }, "mylndex" ) When performing the
following query:
db.users.find( { "user.login": /Air.*/ },
{ "user":1, "_id":0 > ).sort( { "user.date":1 > )
which of the following statements correctly describe how MongoDB will handle the query?
Check all that apply.
A. As a covered query using "mylndex" because we are filtering out "_id" and only returning
"user.login"
B. As an indexed query using "mylndex" because field "user.login" is indexed
C. None of the above
D. As an optimized sort query (scanAndOrder = false) using "mylndex" because we are sorting
on an indexed field

E. MongoDB will need to do a table/collection scan to find matching documents
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which item(s) listed would impact the Process Capability for a process with a continuous
output? (Note:
There are 4 correct answers).
A. Process Technology
B. Seasonal variation in process
C. Presence of Special Causes or solely Common Causes
D. Process Standard Deviation
E. Shape of process data distribution (e.g. Normal Distribution)
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is replacing an IOM. The failed IOM is in chassis 1 and was connected to FI-B.
the replacement IOM has an older version of software to the fabric interconnect.
Which description is the correct process to bring the replacement IOM into the environment?
A. Install the replacement IOM and connect a single cable. Monitor the software auto- upgrade
using the show fex detall command from Cisco NX OS CLI. Connect the remaining cables when
the upgrade is complete.
B. Downgrade the fabric interconnect to match the IOM version. Connect all cables and bring
the IOM online. Upgrade the fabric interconnect and IOM to match the system.
C. Install the replacement IOM and connect a single cable. Perform a firmware update of IOM,
then activate with the matching code for fabric interconnect Reackonwledge the chassis.
D. Decommission the chassis. Install the replacement IOM and connect all cables. Perform a
firmware update of IOM the activate with the matching code for the fabric interconnect
Reackonwledge the chassis.
E. Install replacement IOM and connect all cables. Monitor the software auto-upgrade using the
show fex detall command from Cisco NX OS CLI.
Answer: E
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